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Featured Accessories Part # Description

A40ADPTR Simultaneously collect four-channel acceleration data for rolling element 
bearings analysis, or four-channel volts data for sleeve bearings analysis from 
a single input adapter by simply turning it over and using the appropriate side. 
Both simultaneous 4-channel analysis techniques can also be with phase signals 
on the 5th input to allow for the most comprehensive analysis possible. 

A2140CASE High-quality, lightweight, lockable, waterproof, dustproof, and impact resistant 
Pelican case for protecting and transporting your analyzer and standard 
accessories from site to site.

MHM-65139-PBF Make the most of your windshield time - the AMS 2140 car charger plugs into 
your car's 12Volt DC adapter and allows you to charge the AMS 2140 battery 
safely while traveling from site to site.

A40EXCHRG Having a spare battery is never a bad thing! Use the external battery charger to 
charge a spare battery (included) while you are using the AMS 2140 in the field. 
Swap the battery in the AMS 2140 with the fully charged spare battery on the 
charger when you need extra run time.

A40SENHOLDR No more need to hold the accelerometers in your hand or stuff them in  
your pocket when collecting your route vibration data with this handy  
strap mounted dual accelerometer holder. Just thread the AMS 2140 shoulder 
strap through the accelerometer holder and then attach up to two magnet 
mounted accerometers to it for easy and convenient carrying to the next 
measurement location. 

A40SVMNT This removable mounting device for the AMS 2140 makes it easy to take 
the Model 430 SpeedVue laser speed sensor along on route collection, 
putting precise speed detection at your fingertips! Simple push button 
attachment to the strap mount holes on either side of the AMS 2140. 
Convenient 360 degree articulating centerpiece allows you to aim through 
guards, grates, or other tight spots to get to the machine shaft.

A21401CHACC AMS 2140 Single-Channel Accessories Package contains:
- 1 each A0760GP accelerometer 
- 1 each D25482 coiled M12 to 2-pin Mil accel cable 
- 1 each A090835 2-pole magnet

Don't Forget to Accessorize!

The AMS 2140 Machinery Health™ Analyzer comes equipped with the technology  
and embedded intelligence that will help you increase reliability in your facility.  
But it takes the right accessories to unlock the untapped potential of your investment.


